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Gallery Notes
The work in this show is a direct progression from my last show here. I have
named the show to focus attention on my interest in developing solutions to
the problems of ecologically sustainable wood firing and ecological issues in
general.
For this show I have designed and built a new wood fired kiln which is
intended to give the recognisable wood fired look and feel to the work,
utilising recycled off-cuts of truss factory timber.
This kiln is a radical extension of a design that I have pioneered here. I call it
the "extended throat Bourry". My earliest experiments with the extended
throat design in 1978 through to this manifestation have been a continuous,
though somewhat sporadic development.
The kiln is extremely easy to fire, clean and fuel efficient. The results, as can
be seen are most interesting.
There are two different styles of work on show here. I have tried to contrast
two opposites.
Firstly, there are the white tenmokus. This is a genre that has fascinated me
for some time. These pieces are made to a defined set of historical precepts.
However, there is still room for contemporary interpretation within the style.

The tenmoku bowl has a long history, originating in China in the first century
as a dark iron-ladened glazed bowl form. A continuous line of development
took place, particularly in the Fujian province, and reached a
perfection/resolution during the Song dynasty. The glaze and its associated
idiosyncratic form were not thought of highly at the Court, but were very
popular in Buddhist Monasteries as rice and tea bowls, particularly in the hills
of Fujian close by a range of mountains called Tien-mu. It is said that a group
of Japanese monks visiting the Chinese 'Chan Buddhist' Monastery in that area
took back both that form of Buddhism, which in Japan came to be known as
'Zen Buddhism', and also that particular form of bowl, which in Japan
became known as Tienmu, or Tenmoku.
Although these tenmoku inspired pieces seem to be quite rigid at first glance,
there is variation within the form, and considerable variety of glaze surface.
From the soft white waxy matts through the bright and deeply crackled
limpid greens and pale blues to sensuous pale mauve and pinks.

These pieces are at the same time both beautiful and practical. It is my
intention that they should be used, as they are as 'mundane' as I can make
them. I believe that they will improve with work and age, as they suffer the
wounds of domesticity, and acquire the patina of use.
Secondly, there are the unglazed rough clay pieces. I like the clay quality of
these pieces, the form is a genotype which owes much to Korean peasant
pottery. It is the freshness of these peasant wares that is so attractive to me,
possibly because freshness and naivety are so hard to attain in a modern
world.

I intentionally avoid the slashing, tooling, and mark making associated with
Japanese tea ceremony influenced styles as I find them too brutal and stylized
for what I want to express. Instead I have used the simple motif of the circle.
I have tended towards Chinese and Korean sources. The Korean potters of the
Yi dynasty were often very poor, worked fast and "made pots almost without
noticing".

In my work, where distortion exists, it is intended to try and capture the
freshness of these forms. These forms have been softened by gently scraping
the surface inside and out. I like this technique and the results very much.
These pieces have a 'natural' look to them, with their uneven rims and mildly
distorted shapes. However, they are made to a formula, so as to look 'natural',
and as a result are the more contrived of the two styles, as the variation in the
tenmokus results from an accidental development of the firing process.
The distorted tenmokus are as beautiful as I can't make them!
Amongst the ceramics community there is a widely held belief that wood
firing has to be hard work, painful, time consuming, smokey, dramatic and
somehow tied up in Zen Budism. This is a myth that needs to be applauded
with one hand, and exposed to some critical thinking and open minded
observation.
Anagama firing is polluting, exhausting and can unrewarding in terms of
product, sometimes only a few pieces coming from days, sometimes weeks of
firing and tonnes of timber and smoke pollution. There are alternatives.
The new woodfiring needs to be approached intelligently, and to be more
compassionate to the environment, the practitioner and the neighbors. We
need to be more fuel efficient, less wasteful, try to be more observant, more
openminded, there needs to be more questioning of old rituals.
The pieces in this show were fired in twelve hours, using approximately 300
kgs of wood. There is almost no smoke or pollution. The timber that I use is
destined to be burnt any way, I have simply intervened in an industrial
process. The outcomes are unchanged, except that beautiful work has been
produced.

There will be opposition to this concept within the politics of wood firing in
Australia, but we are in need of some fresh air, perhaps this may contribute to
it.
It is no longer possible to excuse pollution and sloppy thinking as anything
other than laziness, or a blind determination to carry out an historical
anachronism.
In fact some anagama firings can be viewed as performance art.
The work on show here today stands on its own as beautiful individual pieces.
However, as a whole the show represents a political symbol, but this would
only be recognisable to the practitioners of wood firing.
I make my own clay bodies and glazes. They are made on site at my
workshop in the Southern Highlands, and incorporate local materials to a
lesser or greater degree, depending on the actual piece. It is important to me
that I control as much of the process as is possible. It is my attitude to this
concept amongst others that influences the work and helps to make it mine.

